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ARCHAEOLOGYand art history are cwse[y alliLd disciplines, partu:ularlyfor the stut{y ~the
medieval period. This paper seeks to compare and contrast orchaeologi€al with art histomal
approaeJus to medieval materiaL culture in terms appropriate to an arcluuologUol audimce. much
as Stanislaw TahQ£qnski txamintd the Ttlatumships bttw«n ar,luuoloo and history in the
pages of this jouT7Ifl/ on[)l a few years ago. I RaiMr Jho.n emp~t /he distinctwns between
archaeowgy and art history, an aJJtmpt is TTlfllk toJIKUS on where tJuse two disciplines intersect
and how art history at the cusp of1M nno millmnium dijfm from what arcluuologists on both
sides ofthe Atlantic often assume. This suh to bn'ng rtunl changt!S in art hiswmol methods and
theory to the aUmlion 0/ medinJa/ archaeowgists, suggesting that intn-disciplinary cooperatum
between archaeology and the humanistic disciplines, including art his/my, should be strengthened.

ART HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGY: ART AND ARTEFACT

Both art history and archaeology are concerned with material culture,
although only certain objects are generally considered pertinent to art history. The
classicist R. R. R. Smith has referred to the distinction between archaeology and
art history as a contrast 'between artefacts and am'Vork',2 yet this distinction
between the two disciplines involves making difficult decisions about which objects
will be included under which rubric. Art history is sometimes considered the study
of the history of aesthetically pleasing objects, on a scale ranging from the well·
crafted or well-designed to what may be culturally considered the 'beautiful' work
of art. By contrast, 'all evidences of past human activity, whether economic, social
or religious must be considered as archaeological source materials', regardless of
their aesthetic or artistic value. 3 Confusion reigns, though, in deciding which
objects or materials have aesthetic value - there is no sharp dividing line between
artefact and artwork, and, indeed, they have a high degree of overlap. As David
Freedberg has pointed out, 'art objects of the West ... have functions that go
beyond purely aesthetic ones; ... and objects we might not normally classify as

1 5. Tabac:zytlski, 'The Relationship IxIWttn History and Archaeology: E1emenll ofthc: Present Dcbilte', MttIinxIl
ArrAatW.,37(1~3), 1-14-

I R. R. R. 51Mh, 'A Greek and Roman Poinl orv~, Cattw+Aw-.t.]., 42 {1994 26].
, R. Engdmark and]. Linderholm, 'The Rok ofEnvironmentaJ Archacdogy; To ~ enure - To Interprel, Of'
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"art" are capable of being seen for their aesthetic qualitics'.4 Ifwe agree that 'the
central task of art history is the study of visuaJ images? we are not required to
assess or rank the aesthetic qualities of these visual images in order to study them.
This definition of art history has important implications for the overlap of the
discipline wilh archaeology.

The imbrication of art and archaeology is especially strong for the medieval
period. While the study of Renaissance art history, for instance, has been
dominated by the major divisions of painting, sculpture, and architecture, the arts
of the Iiddle Ages are less easily categorized. Medieval art historians investigate a
wide range of objects including book arts (book covers as weD as manuscript
illumination), liturgical vessels, reliquaries, jewellery, tapestries, weaponry and
armour, glass (including stained glass) and ivory (including combs and playing
pieces as well as decorative plaques). Although these objects have been considered
'minor arts' or 'decorative arts', rather than 'high arts', they nonetheless have
received the notice of art historians. However, many of these arts also fall into
categories of artefacts that archaeologists study. Even researchers who study the
high arts of medieval architecture and architectural sculpture are as oflen
archaeologists as art historians, perhaps due to the antiquity of the structures under
examination and the methods necessary for investigating them. The mutual
dependency ofmedieval art history and archaeology is readily apparent.

COMPARING ART HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGY: OVERLAPPI:<o'G CONCERNS

Beyond the mere overlapping ofmedieval art historical objects with medieval
archaeological artefacts, the two disciplines have some general concerns in
common. Occasionally these intersections are transparent in the literature. For
instance, despite a rigorous separation of prehistoric archaeology from historic art
history in Scandinavia,6 a recent issue of the popular Norwegian archaeological
journal, Spor, devoted an entire issue to the topic 'Kunst som Kommunikasjon' (Art
as Communication), with articles on Prehistoric, Bronze-age, Viking-period, and
medieval art. 1 A further overlapping of interests can be seen in another publication
for the interested public, the Swedish Populor Arkrologi, as in an article concerning
the iconography of a Gotlandic picture stone.8 Although iconography as defined
by Invin Panofsky is most often associated with art history,9 there is a continuing
interest in such studies within archaeology.

In the mid Ig80s, Brunilde Ridgway was asked to write an essay summarizing
and evaluating current research on ancient art for the celebrated art historical

• D. Freedbe.-g, 'Conlext, VisuaJity, and lhe Obj«l.1 ofArt HisIOry', Arl &11., 76( 1994), m.
} R. S. Nebon and R. ShiIT(eds.), CriliuJ TtrrIlSjiw Arl His/<l?'(Chieago, 1996), 47.
6 Although in the U.S. and on the Conlinent, medie-'llI art is often Uilumed 10 begin after lhe lale Roman period

in the 4lh century A.D., in Seandina\-ia, med~ an commences exclusivety with lhe introduclion ofChrUlianity
in the IlIh cenlury. Art before ChrUlianity is usually ulKlied by Scandina\'ianarc~ specializing in the
Iron A(,e whereas an after the period ofconVCrslon is uuoia! by an historians..

I 'KUnsl som Kommunikasjon', Spm-, 13: 1 (1998).
• L Hennodssson, 'Ormhllxa eller Gudageslall?'. PofnJ4rArtfflUtti t6: I (1998),21-27.
t E. Panof$k.y, 'Iconography and leonology', 3- [7 in SUtiia ill kl)M/ogJ: HllmlPlulu 'T1rnnn in tAeArf~W RnuzissIPlU

(Oxford,1939).
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journaJ, 1"k Art Bullttin. Shc said that she approached the 'task with considerable
misgivings' partly because she considers herself an archaeologist. 10 While some of
her observations are specific to ancient art of Greece and Rome, I believe that she
successfuUy addressed some of the traditional intersecting concerns ofart historians
and archaeologists. Therefore, I would like to summarize some of her remarks.

Ridgway states that one of the most traditional concerns of art history has
been attribution. 11 This was especially the case in ancient art, with scholars
auempting to auribute works to groups or sometimes even to a single so·callcd
master. Connoisseurship of the type practiced by SirJohn D. Beazley for Greek
vases involved recognizing 'hands' and formulating such attributions. 12 Ridgway
admits that such lines of inquiry are rarer than they once were, even for ancient
art, although general auempts to identify working methods and practices or styles
are becoming more common. 13 Iconography- in particular, subject identification
and provenience - is highlighted as another major concern of both fields. 14

Ridgway also points out that although traditional concerns with chronology and
style often relied upon relative dating by art·historical methods in the past, now
they can be informed by absolute dating through multidisciplinary or interdisciplin
ary archaeological studies. An increased interest in technical processes that were
involved in the creation of arnvork is another trend identified by Ridgway. Multi·
disciplinary research often makes use of sophisticated modern technology such as
metallurgical studies and isotopic analysis of marbles. FinaUy, she mentions the
'sociological' and 'anthropological' tendencies in art history that explore distribu·
tion patterns and economic or administrative systems, such as investigations of
workshop production, mass production, stockpiling, quarry organization, and
export and trade that are so important for understanding ancient culture. IS

'Style' and 'typology' are topics relevant to any time period - not just the
ancient world - in which the proximity ofthe paired disciplines ofarchaeology and
art history is revealed. ses of the word 'style' are often very imprecise and
subjective, but a definition of style can be broad enough to encompass different
shades of meaning to express the idea of styles of different persons, periods and
places. One of the 'fathers' of art history, Heinrich Wolffiin,16 viewed style as a
concept unique to each age, and he treated the history ofart as the 'development of
style' suitable to each age, with the layered ideas of 'personal style, the style of the
school, the country, and the race'.17 Although his deterministic sense of style as

'0 B. S. Ridgway, 'The Stale of Re5earch on Ancient Art', Art Bull., 68 ('986), 7~23.
"Ridg..-.·ay,op.eit.innole '0,8.
12). D. Beazley, AU~ Blty;l.;-figurt VaSt·/bill/us (Oxford, [956), and A/lit Rtd-jigliTt V.ue-P"illInJ, 2nd ed. (Oxford,[r:.3).
I Notju51 for ancient an, but a1Jo as in my research on Scandinavian KOld bracteatcjcwdlery: N. L. Wicker, 'On

the TraIl of the Elusive Goldsmith: Tracing Individual Style and Workshop Characleristics in Migration PcrkM:I
:\'lelal"'"Qrk', GaUl, 33 (1994), 65-70.
,. Ridgway,op. cit. in nOle 10,9-10.
'~Ibid., 13-13'
II E. H. Gombrich champions Hegel as the 'falher' of lhe discipline ralher than WOIffiin or Winekdmann; sec

"'The father ofAn Hi5tory": A Reading oflhe LcclUrcs on Aesthe1ics ofG. \\'. F. Hegel (1770-1831)', in Trin/n.:
/1<krprd6J oJo", c.lJvGJ TrtulilitM (Irans.. A. Wilkes, hhaa, 19&1), 5 t .
1J H. WOIffiin,~oJArll/iJlt1ry, rpt. (Irans., M. D. Hottinger, New York, [950), 6.
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peculiar to a particular age was quite rigid, later art historians built on his ideas.
Meyer Schapiro's more general operational definition of 'style' refers to the
conventions of how something is done repeatedly, thus allowing art historians (as
well as archaeologists) to use the same word to refer to different senses of the
meaning of 'style'. 16 The art historian Sir Ernst Gombrich declared that style
governs the preferences and choices that are made,19 and his explanation was
echoed by Leonard Meyer's definition of style as 'a replication of patterning,
whether in human behavior or in the artifacts produced by human behavior, that
results from a series of choices made within some set of constraints'.20 This
interpretation encompasses the archaeological as well as the art historical meaning
of the tenn, demonstrating that both disciplines essentially refer to the same
concepts.

Timothy Taylor claims that the designation 'style' has been substituted for the
word 'art' by archaeologists who are auempting to be more 'culturally sensitive', as
if'art' is a word to shun.21 Although Dorothy Washburn actually uses lhe term 'art'
in her archaeological investigation ofStrudureand Cognition inArt,22 Margaret Conkey
and Christine I-Iaslorf's Tht Uses ofStyk in Archatology avoids reference to 'art' except
in the explicitly art historical paper by Whitney Davis that auempts to explicate art
historians' perspectives on style for an archaeological readership.23 More pointedly,
Christopher Carr and Jill Neitzel's Styk, Socitty, and Person: Archatological and
Ethnological Pnsptcliues eschews any mention of 'an'.24 Archaeologists seem to feel
more comfortable using the tcnninology of 'style' rather than 'an', or perhaps they
hold a fundamental prejudice against art, even though the phrase 'art and
archaeology' is a familiar pair ofwords that are often inextricably bound.25

Traditional art history and archaeology also converge in their use of
typologies, especially in the German (or Germanic) tradition of description and
organization in archaeology and art history, as examined byJames Whitley.26 The
contributions of 'gth·century Scandinavian archaeologists such as Christian
JOrgensen Thomsen, Bernhard Salin and Oscar Montelius were instrumental in
laying the foundations for typological classifications that remain the groundwork
for European archaeology.21 In addition, they were critical for the development of
art·historical methods - even today, Salin's animal styles are referred to in art

" M. Schapiro, 'Slyle', 1187-312 in A. L. Kroebcr (cd.), AIIlJlropoloo TodlIJ(Chicago, 1953).
" E. H. Gombrich, Ar/llnd lIl~iDn, rev. cd. (Princeton, IQl)Q), 21.
'W L. r-,'Icyer, 'Toward a Theory ofSlylc',;n R. Lang (cd.), flit Qmapt tifStyu (Ithaca, 1')87), 21.
tl T. Taylor, 'Excavatin~Art The Archacologisl as Analyst and Audience', in 'Viewpoint: Is Thcre a Place for

Aeslhclies in Archaeology.', Camlmdge A"hatOl.j., 42 (1994), 252.
ft D. Washburn, 'Toward a Thcory ofStruelUral Style mAn', 1-7 in D. Wa.shburn (cd.), Strr.ehm lind CAgniliQn;1I
Arl(Cambrid~, IQ83).
" W. Da\ois, III ~.f. Conkey and C. Hastorf(<<Is.), n.. U.J4 '!fSlJIt inA,,~ (Cambridge, 1990), 18-31.
,. C. Carr andj. f.. Nieu:el (cds.), 59u, Setit9, aNI. h-.· Arr~tdai El1I1ro4>giuJ hnp«ti«s (New York,

l~#tks of books linking lhe 1\0'0 terms, such asJ. G. Pedley, G,1d .~rt aNI.A~, 2nd ed. (Engta.'OOd CIitrs,
I~), are too nulTlCrous 10 cite.

j. WhiLley, 'Art Hislory,Arc:harologyand Idealism: TbcGc:rman Tradition',9-15in I. Hodde:r(ed.),A~
lIS lAte·T"". HUI«J(Cambridge, 1987~
11 C, j. Thomsen, c"idt m .N11rINnt A,(~ (London, 18'\81; B. Salin, ~ AItgmnMisc:4t 7liul1l1UJJfWflik

(Stockholm, '904); O. Monldius, DolUy ill IJIe Bro"-<.e A&t wilk S/Jt(III! 'rftrtnu f4 ScandiJwvia (Slockholm, 1986, trans.
H. Clarke, originally published;n SwedISh ;n 1855).
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history texts.23 The line between the two disciplines was perhaps not so firm in the
last century, but the work of these Germanic scholars is still indispensable to both
archaeologists and art historians.

MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE CONTRAST BETWEEN ART HISTORY AND

ARCHAEOLOGY

A set of essays grouped under the heading 'Is There a Place for Aesthetics in
Archaeology?' in a recent issue of the Cambridge Archaeological]oumal begins with the
statement that 'many early excavators were little more than art historians who saw
the recovery of works of art as their main objective'. 29 I would characterize these
individuals as treasure-hunters rather than either art historians or archaeologists.
Although the assertion apparently was meant to criticize the archaeologists
(,excavators') of that era, it also condemns art historians of both then and now.
When art history is mentioned in an archaeological milieu, it is often in a
condescending or patronizing manner. In an extended discussion in the newsletter,
The European Archaeologist, Martin Rundkvist and John Collis also disparage art
history, as is currently fashionable. Rundkvist begins by equating 'traditional
archaeology' with 'the history of art'.30 John Collis responds by describing art
history as a paradigm that he says was 'dominant in the [9th century but still is
very much with us'. As examples, he declares that 'the art-historical approach was
concerned with subjects such as the development of the plans of Roman villas,
regional styles of mosaicists', or, one could add, styles of painted Greek pottery.
According to Collis, 'these were very much areas of interest for upper-class, and
especially "imperialist", historians'.3l In the next issue, Rundkvist stresses that
archaeology through the 1960s 'has much more than the art-historical aspect to
offer', and implies that art history is 'implicit and fuzzy'.32 While it may be true
that 'imperialist' art history was dominant in the 19th century and that art·
historical theory was only implicit in that period,33 it is a fallacy to imply that art
history has not changed since then. It would be more useful to compare 19th
century art history with 19th-century archaeology, or 20th-century art history with
20th-century archaeology.

THE EXPANSION OF ART HISTORY

The range of objects and scope of subjects pertinent to art history has
expanded since the 19th century, and the range seems to be ever-growing with

~8 D. M. Wilson and O. KJindt:J~ns~n, Viking Art (London, 1966).
29 'Is Th~r~ a Place for Acsth~tics in Archa~ology', Cambridge ArehIWJI.J., 4 (1994), '249.
:so M. Rundkvist, 'Th~ Struggle for Th~or~ticaJ Correctness in Swedish Archaeology', The European ArehlWJlogist,

No.8 (Winter 1997), 12. (Originally published as 'Kampen fur "Teorctisk Korrekthet" inom Arkeologin',
FonwiiJlnm, 90 (1995),253-56.)

31 j. Collis, 'North vs. South and Commercial Archaeology', The &ropean ArdlJltologUI, NO,9 (Summer [998),5.
,. M. Rundkvist, 'Some l\lusings of an Inveterate Empiricist A Reply [0 John Collis', 1M EurlifJtan ATchlWJlogisl,

No. 10 (Winter '998), 10.
"j. Elkins has asserted that art history's empiricism and implicit avoidance of theory is an essen(ial characteristic

ofart history: :Art History withou[ Theory', Crilifal Inquiry, 15 (1988), 358.
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current investigations of material culture. No longer arc art historians only upper
class gentlemen interested in the arts of their 'imperialist' world, as portrayed by
Collis. For example. an art historian in South Carolina is investigating the
production of enslaved pollers on American plantations'"' - research that could
just as easily be described as archaeological rather than art historicaL Current
investigations of kitsch and popular cuhure have enlarged the art·hiSlorical base
for the modern period; a similar broadening is also noticeable for earlier periods,
as reAecled in the title of a not atypical session, 'Production and Social
Reproduction in Early Medieval Secular Objects' at last year's International
Congress on Medieval Studies. 3~ With the expansion of subjects into material
culture has come a questioning of the role of canonical objects such as statues of
the Virgin Mary and monuments such as medieval cathedrals. Elite fonns of
medieval art, such as Chartres Cathedral, represent only part of the artistic
production of the Middle Ages. Lisa Ticknor has offered recognition that 'the role
ofcanonical objects ... is a critical issue' in art history,36 while Anne Higonnet has
remarked that 'the point is hardly to stop studying elite art forms, but rather to
consider them as dominant modes of visuality within the larger field of visual
culture'Y The focus on an example of 'minor' textile arts in a book entitJed Th
Rhetoric qJPown in tlu Ba)'I!UX Tapestry might have been surprising a generation ago,
but now it is published as part of the influential series, Cambridge Studies in New
Art HistolY and Criticism.38 Disagreement about what constitutes the 'minor arts'
has long been an issue for the study of medieval art, and this arena is especially
fruitful for cross-fertilization of art-historical and archaeological methods and
theories. The overlapping of interests of art historians and archaeologists is
inescapable in the study of medieval artefacts and artworks, and as art historians
consider less 'elite' objects, the line between art history and archaeology narrows.

THE PARADIGMS OF ART HISTORY; 'TRADITIONAL ART HISTORY' vs. 'THE

NEW ART HISTORY'

John Collis described art history as a 'paradigm' that was dominant in the
previous century.39 However, there is no single line of inquiry, no single entrenched
paradigm of art history; on the contrary, there are as many ideological and
theoretical paradigms within an history as there are within archaeology. What has
been called 'traditional art history', with an emphasis on the 'visual supremacy' of
connoisseurship, scyle, and formal analysis,<40 is being replaced by several critical

.. The research ofJ. B. Kovcnnan, a gradualc studcnt in art hiSiory at the Univcrsity or South Carolina, is
summarized by Z. Ingalls in 'A Slave, A I'ott, a Pouer: Preserving the Legacy of David Drake', The C/uq,rit;{, oj
Higfur £i1K1Ilw.., 4'H7 (July 3 t, '998),8-8-8""9.
» A session sponson::d by the International Cenler ror "t«licval Arl at the 33rd meeling or the International

Congress on M«Iiaoal Siudia held al WOlern Michigan Uni\'USity, Kalamazoo, Michigan, May 1998.
" L TICknor, "Thc Impossibk Obja:t?',Art &ILL, 76(1994),404•
.. A. Higonnct, 'On IhcObja:I', Art &11., 76(1994), 399-
Ie S.lcwis, T1tt RMtlIril oj1'ouJtT j" lilt &}'ftL1" TIJfM:sb:1 (Cambridge, 1999)
,.. J. Collis, op.cil. in notc 31~'
40 K. Moxcy, 1M Prtl£/iuoj : PoJutndmJism, C.lbmU Poliliu, tfIIi Art HiJ/Qry (lihaca, 1994). xi; V. H. Minor,

Artllisltlry'J Hisl«y(Englcwood C iffs, 1994), 1~9-41.
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and pluralistic art histories, including, among others: Marxist, semiotic, psychoana
lytic, sociological, feminist, and deconstructionist art history.41 The 'new art
history' with its various theories and debates may be disconcerting for 'those who
hold the traditional expectations for formal analysis and connoisseurship, conven
tional iconography, and a little history'.42 Art historians are extremely aware that
'the field of art history, the objects of art history, and the ends of art history are
newly in question',43 but this debate apparently has not been widely noticed by
archaeologists. In recent years, many American an historians, not just classicists
like Ridgv,/ay who focus on ancient art, have moved beyond problems of
anribUlion, provenience, chronology and style to concerns with audience and
patronage, workshop organization, production and distribution, and the status of
the artist or artisan - topics that have more conventionally have been examined
by archaeologists.

The changes occurring within art history were already incipient in this
discipline as well as others in the 1970s, although it was nOt labelled 'the new art
history' until somewhat later..... The early calls to arms for a more informed
thcoretical backing ofart history began to find written cxprcssion during the 198os.
In their 1996 CriJ.ual Tmnsfor Art HisliJry, Robert S. Nelson and Richard Shiff list
readings that illustrate this shift to an explicit interest in art·historical critical
theory from '972 through 1994 that draws upon perspectives from other disciplines
such as literary criticism, women's studies and anthropologyY'

The result of these shifts ofemphasis within the discipline of art history led to
re-evaluation of the objects of concern for the field and the expansion of subjects
from 'high art' to all ofmaterial culture. Marcia Pointon declares that:
Art History is nOt concerned exclusively - or even primarily - with what is often popularly
understood as Art, with a capital A. That is to say that it does not only address 'high' culture
and its objects.... To put this in a more recognizable historical rramework, art hiSlOrians
concern themselves with visual communication whatever its intended audiences or consumers.'"'

The emphasis on visual communication has opened up the range of material
accessible to art historians to include areas of inquiry more traditionally considered
by archaeologists. Pointon strcsses that there is also 'debate about how this material
ought to be used ... by those specializing in other disciplines like Sociology,

., It Lang and F. Williams (cds.), Marxism tmd ArL' Writings in AmJutie.s and Criticism (New York, (977);]. Wolff, 1"ht
Social Production ofAr/ (New York, (984); M. Bal and N. Bryson, 'SemiOlics and Art HisIOry', Ar/ Bull., 73 (199 I),
I74-208;J. Speclor, 'The Stale of I'$ychoanalytic Re~arch in Art Hislory', Art Bull., 70 (1988),49-76; A. Hauser,
'Sociology of Art: Se0I>C and I..imitations', in The Philosophy rifArt History (New York, 19:'9); id., 1"ht SccioloD rifArt
(L:mdon, 1(87);]. Wo ff, AtSthe/uJ and the Scciology ojArt, 2nd cd. (Ann Arbor, (987); N. Broude and M. D. Garrard
(eds.), 77u bpanding Discourse: Ftminism and Ar/ Histqry (New York, 1992); T. Gouma-PClersoll and P. ~Iathews, 'The
FeminiSI Critique of Art History', Art Bull., 6g (1g87), 376-3:'7; L. Nochlin, 'Why Arc There No Great Women
ArtisIS?', Ar/News (January 1971),27-39; and P. Sheingom, 'The Medieval Feminm Art HislOry Project', Afedimal
FeministNewskller, 12 (1991), :'-IO;J. Dunda, 77u Trull>. in /hinting (Chicago, 1987, trans. G. Bennington and
I. Mcleod), rcOccled in K. Moxey, TM Prru:tiu ofT1wry: Poslslrueturalism, Cultural Poli/ics, and Art History (Ithaca,
I~4); and D. Pre~iosi, IUlAinXHI& Art Hislory: Media/ions on a~ SMue (New Haven, 1969).
• J. Varriano, in the foreword to V. H. Minor, Art History's History (Englewood Cliffs, 1m), viii.
os Tic;lmof,op. cit. in nOte 36, 404.
•• Nelson and Shiff, op. cil. in nole 5, xi.
os Ibid., xv-xvi.
46 M. Poinlon, HistoryojArt: II Sbulntls' HwuJbo«c, 3rd ed. (Lonoon, 1m). I.
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Psychology, History and Anthropology', as well as by art historians themselves.47

The concern is mutual, and archaeologists are as likely to comment upon art
history as the opposite.

Recently several archaeologists have debated the role of aesthetics in
archaeology.48 I would like to remind the readers that aesthetics is only one branch
ofart history, although aesthetics is sometimes confused with art history as a whole.
Dealing with aesthetics brings us back to a consideration of which objects are
under consideration - only cerrain artefacts arc typically endowed with aesthetic
value, though the distinction is culturally variable. Timothy Taylor has said that
the fact that aesthetics is usually 'qualitative and unquantifiable' has kept its study
'on the sidelines of archacological method and theory' .49 Art history seems lO have
suffered the samc fatc as aesthctics, being trcated with disdain and relegated to a
subordinate position within a hicrarchy of disciplines. Archaeologists seem much
more comfortable when dealing with rational, countable data and scientific
explanation in interdisciplinary archaeologies such as palynology, dendrochrono
logy and other specialties. By contrast, they feel less at ease with aesthetics and with
art history's visual literacy, which indeed requires a different type of competence
than that to which word-based academicians are accustomcd. Marcia Pointon has
warned that 'acquiring an aptitude and a skill in looking critically at the artcfacts
orthe past and the present that surround us ... is not necessarily casy',50 and visual
literacy has often been deprecated rather than looked upon as a unique skill that
requires specialized training.

Andre Grabar distinguishes between art history and aesthetics in a different
way. In a 1994 article on 'Different But Compatible Ends', he discusses art
historians' interest in what he calls the:
intersection of IWO different, if nOI divergent, histories. One is [the] prt-history [of an object],
that is to say, everything that went into its being whatever it was at the moment of its first
appearance to be used or seen. II include,; its techniques of manufacture, the social and cultural
contexts which affected it, the practices and aims of its artists, the ambitions and resources of its
patrons, the models it used, and the identification of its time and place. Nearly every conclusion
or statement within these categories of analysis can, at least in theory, be reached logically,
rationally, and objectively, in the sense that such statements and most of such conclusions are
true or false within existing evidence and can be modified by new evidence.

He continues by describing a post-history ofan object, which:
begins with the first reaction of the first person to see something or to use it.... An almost
infinite number of post-historical discourses are possible, as every generation, every subculture,
and many individuals will always continue to reinterpret human creations according to their
own needs and impulses and to react to them.... The finiteness and the theoretically logical
rigor of [the] pre-history [of an artwork] is replaced in [its] post-history by the immense,
constantly changing, and in some sense cumulative wealth of human taste and emotions.)1

OJ Ibid.,4?'
.. T. Taylof", M. Vicken., Ii.: Mo.rphr, R. R. R. Smith, and C. Renfrew in 'VKwpoinl: Is Tbcrc a Pbtt (or

Aesthetics in An;:huology?',~A"*-l.]., 4 (1994), 249-69.
.., Taylor, op. cll. in noIe 21,255.
)0 Pointon, op. ell. in note 46, 6.
}, O. Grabat, 'Different bUlcompalibleend!',Art &lL, 76(1994}, 397.
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The 'pre-history' of the artefact is based on the human desire to order and explain
experience (or the interest in typological classification), while the 'post-history' of
the artefact stems from 'aesthetic' impulses and seeks to evaluate objects. To
Grabar's distinctions, I would add that the 'pre-history' of an object also includes
the aesthetic impulse for the initial production of art. However, I believe that
Grabar has correctly made an important distinction between aesthetics, which is
not so closely allied with archaeology, and the rest ofart history, which approaches
many archaeological concerns with the object as examined in the late Ig80s by Ian
Hodder and Daniel Miller, among others.52 By separating these two spheres of art
historical research, we can respond adequately to the misconceived charge that art
history is 'fuzzy' and empirical - not features characteristic of Grabar's 'pre
history' ofan object.

THE: INTERDISCIPLINARY NATURE OF ARCHAEOLOGY

Although we may concede that aesthetics lies mainly outside the concerns of
archaeology, there is not much agreement on where archaeology ends and the rest
of art history begins. Archaeology as a discipline is characterized by fluidity
between fields and cooperative research. When 'interdisciplinary archaeology' was
proposed as a session for the Twentieth Nordic Archaeological Congress held in
Umea, Sweden, in 1998, one could take it for granted that there would be papers
about palynology, dendrochronology, osteology and other 'scientific' methods used
in archaeology. Certainly much of the interest in interdisciplinary archaeology
whether in Scandinavia or the United States has assumed a focus on the
contribution ofspecifically 'scientific' disciplines to archaeology. However, I would
characterize most of these collaborations with independent contributions from
various researchers as 'cross-disciplinary' or 'multidisciplinary' rather than 'inter
disciplinary'. These terms can be distinguished as follows:

Cross-disciplinary: Focus on the intersection ofdisciplines with common goals.
Multidisciplinary: Focus on parallel, independent studies addressing common

research problems.
Interdisciplinary: Focus on integrated, innovative approaches to problem

solving of combining resources (theoretical, methodological, factual) of
different disciplines. 53

Truly interdisciplinary archaeology that focuses on integrated approaches to
problem-solving should also embrace the humanistic disciplines, including art
history when appropriate, as well as the scientific disciplines. 54 Interdisciplinary
archaeology seeks to move forward to a fruitful dialogue by developing common
ground between disciplines and often breaks new ground in the margins between
the 'turfs' ofexisting fields.

~7 I. Hoddcr (ed.), Tht Artluuo~ofCO~ltXluolMto.~i~g$ (Cambridge, Ig87); and D. Miller, Mo./D'i4[ CUI/UTt and Mass
Consumplwn(London,lg8]).
~, Engelmark and Linderholm, op. cil. in note 3, [J, after a manuscript by Noel Broadbenl.
\.< When I was in the interdisciplinary graduate program in Ancicm Studies at the University of Minnesota, we

gave great weight to the distinction that imerdisciplinary research happens in one person's head whereas multi·
disciplinary research involves twO or more people.
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With the close connections between medieval art history and medicval
archacology in tcrms of thc matcrial culture that is studicd as well as traditional
conccrns of typology and iconography, these are idcal fields for interdisciplinary
research. Each field could learn much from the other, particularly in Scandinavia
wherc the chronological and religious division betwcen archaeology and art history
is so markcd, with art beforc Christianity most gcnerally len to the archaeologists
and only art aftcr the conversion studied by art historians.$$ Since the pre·Christian
period in Scandinavia is prehistoric or at most proto-historic, it becomes apparent
that the focus in art history there is more on the word 'history' than on 'art'.
However, many of the concerns of art history and archaeology really arc allied,
and the medieval period can serve as a point orintersection for studies ofart history
and archaeology.

CONCLUSION: ARCHAEOLOGICAL ART HISTORY OR ART HISTORICAL

ARCHAEOLOGY?

Art history is no longer interested solely in describing and defining what
something is - whether a palaeolithic cave painting, a neolithic battle axe, a
Scandinavian gold bracteate, Chartres Cathedral, the Sistine Chapel, or a painting
by Leonardo da Vinci. Traditional art history is now constrained by its history of
'privileging oil painting over drawing, flat surfaces over three-dimensional objects
and finc art over material culture'.$6 Art history and archaeology touch upon each
other and can learn from each othcr as well as other fields. New paradigms in both
art history and archaeology have been borrowed from other disciplines, and the
relationship between art history and archaeology continues to change as each of
these fields is transformed. Therc should be a productive interdisciplinary dialogue
between practitioners of these disciplines, with art historians bringing a distinctive
view and understanding ofvisual culture.

Scholars who pursue their studies only within their own disciplinc with few
digressions to examine other fields are in danger of being uninformed. When
archaeologists decry art history as old-fashioned or out-of-touch, most often they
set up a straw man by relying on outdated stereotypes of 19th-century art history.
We should remember that it is just as easy to criticize Igth-centuI1' archaeology as
a diversion for upper-class imperialists as it is to denigrate 19th-century art history.
Nothing is served by· showing disdain for a discipline without understanding the
current directions of the discipline. Archaeologists would be well-advised to keep
in mind that a recent glossary definition of art history tells us that:
the principal concern of art history has been the construction of historically grounded
explanations for why cultural artefacts - works ofart - appear as they do. The acknowled$ed
object-domain of the academic discipline has varied from a select assemblage of matefials
considered to be of the highest quality (art or 'fine' art produced in the past or the present, to

»The dearth or Swedish an historians working on thl: earlier periods is curiously manifested when one consmn
that Signum's new series on Swedish an hUiory turned to othen bcsida Swedish an hUiorlans to write the fint
f>oxn·olumes. Volume: one, SIo414tnt,~,J~, W3.lI written by three: an:haco~u, L. Lanson, T. B.
Lan:son, and B. Arrhenius, and volume l\<l'O, VQgalidDu K.st, W3.lI wrillen by a foreigner, SII" David Wilson.
H Pointon, op. cit. in note 46, 75.
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the entire ran~ of objects of human manufacture (,visual culture') playing roles in individual
and social life. 1
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